SSC Uncontracted Braille Competency Course, Distance Learning
Award: Customised Award accredited by The Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA).
Prerequisites: There are no entry qualifications required to undertake this course but a good
grasp of English and literacy would be seen as a basic starting point. Additional support needs
of candidates must be identified before commencing the course.
Course length: Maximum of 3 months. The course runs continuously throughout this period holidays are not factored into the timetable so time management is important. Consideration
should be given as to whether the proposed candidate has the time, during the working day or
at home, and whether there is local support in place.
Study Guidance: The course is a skills-based course and requires a high level of
commitment. Candidates will find practising daily for 1 hour (minimum of 45 minutes) produces
the best results.
Course materials: The course is presented in one stage and contains writing exercises along
with flat and raised braille reading material, supplied prior to course to school/service or home
address. NB: braille paper, postal tubes, Freepost labels, are not supplied. Access to a Perkins
Brailler, or similar, is essential.
Course methodology: At the end of the second month of the course, an assessment
comprising a comprehension and a writing exercise is completed and submitted to the Course
Tutor for marking; the subsequent feedback will indicate whether revision or resit is needed.
Then the Final Assessment is undertaken under formal examination conditions without the use
of reference materials and must be invigilated by a person in authority, eg, Line Manager please contact the SSC if this is not possible.
Course outcomes: By the end of the course, the candidate will:
• be competent in the manipulation of the Perkins Brailler or similar;
• be competent in writing Uncontracted Braille, according to the rules laid down by
International Council on English Braille (ICEB);
• be competent in reading Uncontracted Braille by sight;
• be competent in the basic layout of braille.
Course quality assurance: As the course is accredited by the SQA, candidates must:
1. Complete the stage assessment by the due date, submit to course tutor and gain a pass.
2. Undertake an invigilated Final Assessment, three-part exam paper, and obtain a pass in
each part, without the use of reference materials, and within the time allowed (11/2 hours).
NB: Failure to submit stage assessment on time may result in being removed from the course.
Portfolio/Folder: All candidates must keep a portfolio of their work (braille sheets written for
stage assessments by candidate and course tutor’s Comments & Mark Sheet feedback).
For Quality Assurance of the Assessment process, 25% of candidates will be asked to return
their Stage Assessments and Comments and Mark Sheets (Portfolio) to the SSC for
submission to the Internal Verifier/External Verifier. Papers will be returned to the candidate
afterwards.
Breaks in Study: No unofficial breaks in study are permitted. Extensions to time must be
formally requested and supported by the candidate’s line manager.
Change of details: It is the candidate’s responsibility to inform both the Course Tutor and the
SSC Administrator of any changes to the information provided when registering for the course.
NB: after the first fortnight course fees are not refunded. No substitutions are permitted.

